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Introduction: Atypical cell changes often occur following
treatment of premalignant or malignant conjunctival neo-
plasias with topical mitomycin C (MMC) and/or radiation.
These reactive, non-neoplastic alterations of the conjunctival
epithelium can be a differential diagnostic problem. Our aim
was to investigate changes in the nuclear DNA-distribution of
conjunctival epithelial cells after MMC- and radiation ther-
apy by DNA-image-cytometry.Methods: Conjunctival brush
smears were obtained from 13 patients (13 eyes) with squa-
mous cell carcinomas and six patients (6 eyes) with con-
junctival malignant melanomasin situbefore, during and af-
ter treatment. The patients were treated with MMC-drops
(0.02% or 0.04%) alone (n = 12), with radiation therapy
(n = 3) or both (n = 4). At first, the obtained brush
smears were evaluated by cytology. Secondly, after Feul-
gen restaining, the DNA content of reactively changed cells
was determined using the AutoCyte-QUIC-DNAR© worksta-
tion. Results: We observed euploid DNA-polyploidy and cy-
tomorphological changes in all patients (19/19). We con-
sidered these alterations as reactive to treatment. Four pa-
tients showed their greatest DNA-stemline at 4c and 15 pa-
tients at 8c. This effect was observed during and following
MMC-drops and/or radiation and remained stable in 94%
of all patients after a mean follow-up of 22.5 months (SD
15.4). In five cases image cytometry additionally demon-
strated DNA-stemline aneuploidy as an evidence of tumor
recurrence.Conclusion: Measurements of DNA-content re-
vealed euploid polyploidisation of morphological suspicious
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but benign squamous cells which is the biologic correlate of
well known secondary morphologic changes following topi-
cal chemotherapy and/or radiation. DNA-image-cytometry is
a useful tool in the differention of euploid polyploidization as
a sign of reactive cell changes following treatment and tumor
recurrences.
Keywords: DNA polyploidy, mitomycin C, radiation, DNA
image cytometry, cytology

Alkylating mitomycin C (MMC) has been well de-
scribed as a topical chemotherapeutic agent for con-
junctival tumors such as intraepithelial neoplasia or
carcinomain situ (Cis) [6,9,16,17,20,27,37], primary
acquired melanosis with atypia (PAM with atypia)
and non-invasive conjunctival malignant melanoma
(MM) [10–13,15,25,36]. Furthermore, its fibroblast-
inhibiting properties make MMC a useful agent in
the prevention of recurrences following pterygium
surgery [14] and as an adjunctive agent in trabeculec-
tomy [30]. Any treatment of conjunctival neoplasia
requires careful post-treatment monitoring. Conven-
tional monitoring methods include histological and cy-
tological evaluation of regularly obtained biopsies.

The monitoring after MMC-therapy is associated
with specific diagnostic problems. Difficulties in the
differentiation between harmless changes caused by
MMC and neoplastic recurrences following topical
chemotherapy of bladder cancer with MMC have been
documented [26,28,29]. Inspite of the meanwhile es-
tablished use of topical MMC in ophthalmology this
diagnostic problem has not yet been widely recog-
nised. In 1999 Salomão et al. first reported conjunc-
tival morphological cell alterations following topical
MMC-therapy mimicking malignant cell changes [33].

Since 1995, we have treated premalignant and ma-
lignant conjunctival neoplasia such as Cis, PAM with
atypia and MM with MMC-eyedrops [6,25,27]. Con-
secutive cytomorphological cell changes were ob-
served in all patients [30]. We found similar changes
following radiation in conjunctival neoplasia [6]. Histo-
pathological diagnostic problems caused by reactive
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cell changes following treatment of conjunctival in-
traepithelial and invasive neoplasia with ionising radi-
ation have also been reported [8,11].

The aim of this study was to compare cytology com-
bined with DNA-cytometry as a diagnostic tool in the
monitoring of conjunctival cell changes during and af-
ter topical chemotherapy with MMC and its usefulness
for the differentiation between non-malignant, reactive
cell changes and tumor recurrences with the conven-
tional method of histological evaluation of conjuncti-
val biopsies.

1. Patients and methods

Clinical, therapeutic, histological, cytological and
DNA-cytometric data of our patients are summarised
in Table 1 (conjunctival carcinomas) and Table 2 (ma-
lignant melanomas). Since 1995 we included 19 pa-
tients (19 eyes) in this study with a mean follow-
up period of 22.5 months (SD 15.4). The mean age
was 53.2 years (range 21–77). 13 patients presented
with a carcinomain situ (Cis), 6 with a malignant
melanoma (MM). One case of Cis was a Cis with re-
currence and two cases of MM also represented re-
currences. We confirmed the diagnoses by histologi-
cal evaluation of conjunctival biopsies in all patients.
After closure of the epithelial defect caused by the
biopsy, either topical chemotherapy or radiation was
started. In 11 of 13 patients with conjunctival Cis
we initially applied 1–6 cycles of MMC 0.02% eye-
drops (MMC). One patient was treated with 3 cy-
cles of MMC 0.02% having suffered a recurrence af-
ter initial radiation. Each cycle consisted of an ap-
plication of MMC-eyedrops 4 times/day over a pe-
riod of 2 weeks with a pause of 2 weeks between
cycles. One patient with Cis was treated with radi-
ation only. Four of the six patients with MM were
initially treated with 4–6 cycles of MMC 0.04% 4
times/day over a period of one week. After a pause of
3 weeks 2 of the 6 MM-patients were treated with ra-
diation alone and one patient was treated with a com-
bination of chemotherapy and radiation after a recur-
rence following chemotherapy alone. Since 1995, we
have routinely obtained conjunctival brush smears in
most patients (16/19) before having confirmed the pri-
mary diagnosis of conjunctival neoplasia by biopsy.
In two patients with Cis (Table 1, patients 5 and 7)
and one patient with MM (Table 2, patient 2) we
only obtained biopsies for histological evaluation. We
regularly obtained conjunctival brush smears to fol-

low up treatment with topical MMC and/or radia-
tion in all patients (19/19). After topical anaesthesia
with proxymetacaine-hydrochloride 0.5%, superficial
cells from macroscopically suspicious sites of the con-
junctiva and cornea were harvested with tiny brushes
(AccellonTM Multi, Medscan Medical AB, Malmö,
Sweden). The slides were fixed immediately with an
alcoholic spray (MerckofixTM, E. Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany), stained according to Papanicolaou and eval-
uated cytopathologically [18,35] in the Institute of Cy-
topathology, Heinrich-Heine-University, Düsseldorf.
The probability of the observed cell changes to repre-
sent malignant cells was expressed in four diagnostic
categories [4]:

– Unequivocal evidence for malignant
cells: positive

– Malignant cells likely: suspicious
– Malignant cells cannot be excluded: doubtfull
– No evidence for malignant cells: negative

When the morphological evaluation of cells did not al-
low an unequivocal diagnosis concerning the presence
of malignant cells we additionally investigated these
by DNA image-cytometry. We then removed the cover
slips of the slides in xylene, refixed with bufferd 10%
formaline, restained according to Feulgen [22] and
covered the slides with EntelanR© (E. Merck, Darm-
stadt, Germany). DNA-image-cytometrywas performed
using a TV-image-analysis system (AutoCyte-Quick-
DNA R©, AutoCyte, Burlington, NC, USA) according
to the standards of the European consensus on di-
agnostic DNA-image-cytometry [3,19,21,22,24]. For
internal calibration and determination of the normal
DNA-content of 2c (equivalent to a normal twofold
set of chromosomes) we measured the integrated op-
tical density (IOD) of 30 cytologically normal ap-
pearing squamous cells (Fig. 1). Their coefficient of
variation was less than 5%. In all cases we further
measured the IODs of 300 cytologically abnormal
or atypical squamous cells or melanocytes (Figs 2–
4). Standardised algorithms were used to diagnosti-
cally evaluate DNA-histograms according to the Eu-
ropean consensus on DNA image-cytometry [3,19,21,
22] (Figs 4, 5). DNA-aneuploidy was assumed in cell
populations which had not previously been treated with
either MMC or radiation if stemlines occurred out-
side of 2c, 4c or 8c±10% or if cells with a DNA
content of more than>9c were observed (Figs 1,
4). DNA-aneuploidy was regarded as an indicator of
neoplastic cell transformation [2,5,23]. Euploid DNA-
polyploidy was defined as the occurrence of stem-
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Table 1

Summary of clinical data, diagnoses, treatment and follow ups of patients with carcinomain situ of the conjunctiva

No Pretherapeutical diagnosis Treatment Cytologic/cytometric follow-up

Biopsy Cytol. DNA-Cytometry MMC/Radiation Duration Date Cytol. DNA content of STL

1 Cis pos Aneupl.: STL3.82c 2×MMC 0.02% 10.95–01.96 01.96 doubtf 2c,4c

10.97 neg 2c

2 Cis pos Aneupl.: STL 2.3c, 2×MMC 0.02% 09.95–12.96 09.95 neg 2c,4c

3.4c, 4.4c 01.96 neg 2c,4c

04.97 neg 2c,4c

Radiation (30 Gy) 05.97 09.97 neg 2c,4c

03.99 neg 2c,4c

04.00 neg 2c,4c,8c

3 Cis pos Aneupl.: 9c EE 1×MMC 0.02% 08.95 01.96 neg 2c,4c

11.96 neg 2c,4c

07.99 neg 2c,4c

09.00 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

4 Cis suspic Aneupl.: 9c EE 6×MMC 0.02% 04.97–10.97 05.97 neg 2c,4c

06.97 neg 2c,4c,8c

10.97 neg 2c,4c

12.97 neg 2c,4c

5 Cis – – 6×MMC 0.02% 06.97–12.97 07.97 neg 2c,4c

11.97 neg 2c,4c,8c

01.98 neg 2c,4c

12.98 doubtf recurr. STL 3.27c

11.99 neg 2c,4c,8c

6 Cis pos Aneupl.: STL1.87c 6×MMC 0.02% 06.97–02.98 10.97 neg 2c,4c

13c EE 11.97 neg 2c,4c,8c

02.98 neg 2c,4c,8c

10.98 neg 2c,4c

7 Cis – – 6×MMC 0.02% 01.98–06.98 03.98 neg 2c,4c

10.98 neg recurr. STL 3.54c

Radiation (30 Gy) 12.98 02.99 neg 2c,4c

03.00 neg 2c,4c

8 Cis pos Aneupl.: 9c EE 4×MMC 0.02% 03.98–07.98 03.98 neg 2c,4c,8c

08.99 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

9 Cis pos Euploid: STL 2c,4c Radiation (30 Gy) 04.98 05.98 neg 2c,4c,8c

highly diff. 01.99 neg 2c,4c

10.99 neg 2c,4c

10 Cis pos Aneupl.: STL3.58c 4×MMC 0.02% 08.98–12.98 10.98 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

12.98 neg 2c,4c

01.99 neg 2c,4c

07.99 neg 2c,4c

10.00 neg 2c,4c
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Table 1

Continued

No Pretherapeutical diagnosis Treatment Cytologic/cytometric follow-up

Biopsy Cytol. DNA-Cytometry MMC/Radiation Duration Date Cytol. DNA content of STL

11 Cis pos Aneupl.: STL 3.23c 4×MMC 0.02% 05.99–08.99 07.99 neg 2c,4c

08.99 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

09.00 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

12 Cis pos Aneupl.: STL 4c, 4×MMC 0.02% 12.99–03.00 01.00 neg 2c,4c,8c

6c,7c 02.00 neg 2c,4c,8c

03.00 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

07.00 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

12.00 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

13 Cis doubtf Aneupl.: 9c EE Radiation (50 Gy) 10.93 02.99 neg 2c,4c

recurr. 02.00 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

3×MMC 0.02% 06.00–08.00 05.00 pos 2c,4c,8c+recurr. 9c EE

07.00 doubtf 2c,4c,8c

08.00 pos 2c,4c,8c

m = male; f = female; OD = right eye; OL = left eye; Cytol. = cytological diagnosis; Cis = carcinomain situ of the conjunctiva; MMC =
mitomycin C-drops; Aneupl. = DNA-aneuploidy; STL = DNA-stemline; EE = exceeding events; recurr. = recurrence; pos = positive; suspic =
suspicious; doubtf = doubtfull; neg = negative; – = not done.

lines at 2c, 4c and/or at 8c and/or 16c±10% (Figs 4,
6) [24]. All other DNA-histograms were defined as
DNA-diploid:

DNA-diploid: 1.8c < STL <2.2c
DNA-polyploid: 1.8c < STL < 2.2c

and 3.6c < STL < 4.4c
and/or 7.2c < STL < 8.8c

DNA-aneuploid: 1.8c > STL > 2.2c
or 3.6c > STL > 4.4c
or 7.2c > STL > 8.8c
and/or 9c exceeding
events >0

2. Results

Our data on clinical diagnoses, treatment and mon-
itoring are summarised in Tables 1 and 2. Data on 13
patients with Cis are summarised in Table 1 and those
on 6 patients with MM in Table 2.

We clinically evaluated suspicious conjunctival find-
ings by cytology and DNA-image-cytometry applied
to conjunctival swabs in 16/19 patients. Both meth-
ods were successful in identifying malignant cells. Ma-
lignant cells could be clearly identified by cytology
alone in 13 patients (6 Cis, 1 Cis-recurrence, 3 MM, 2
MM-recurrences). In patients who had previously been
treated with either chemotherapy or radiation the cy-

tological diagnosis was confirmed by the cytometric
finding of DNA-stemline-aneuploidy. In patients who
had not previously been treated by either chemother-
apy or radiation the diagnosis was confirmed by a find-
ing of cells>9c (EE> 9c).

In one case (Table 1, patient 9) we found cyto-
logical evidence of a squamous cell carcinoma and a
peridiploid DNA-stemline. This finding suggests the
diagnosis of a highly differentiated squamous cell car-
cinoma. DNA-cytometry allowed to establish the di-
agnosis of conjunctival neoplasia in two patients with
a suspicious cytological (Table 1, patient 4) and one
doubtful cytological finding (Table 1, patient 13).

We confirmed all clinical, cytological and cytomet-
ric findings by histological evaluation of conjunctival
biopsies.

During and after treatment with topical MMC
(0.02% or 0.04%) and/or radiation we found numerous
morphologically abnormal squamous cells. Our find-
ings included variability of nuclear size, hyperchro-
masia and coarse chromatin, yet with a normal nu-
clear cytoplasmic relation. These changes can also be
found in carcinomas. In order to rule out a malignant
transformation we therefore additionally investigated
these cells by DNA-image-cytometry. We found DNA-
stemlines at 2c, 4c, 8c as quantitative equivalent of the
mentioned cytomorphological changes. These findings
cytometrically represent euploid polyploidy. In four
patients polyploidy resulted in a greatest stemline at
4c. In 15 patients it was equal to 8c.
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Table 2

Summary of clinical data, diagnoses, treatment and follow ups of patients with conjunctival malignant melanoma

No Pretherapeutical diagnosis Treatment Cytologic/Cytometric follow-up

Biopsy Cytol. DNA-Cytometry MMC/Radiation Duration Date Cytol. DNA content of STL

1 MM- pos Aneupl.: STL 3.6c 5×MMC 0.04% 05.96–11.97 08.97 neg 2c,4c

recurr. 11.97 neg 2c,4c,8c

08.98 neg 2c

02.00 neg 2c,4c

2 MM – – 6×MMC 0.04% 02.97–08.97 04.97 pos 2c,4c

06.97 pos 2c,4c,8c

07.97 pos 2c,4c,8c

10.97 neg 2c,4c,8c

11.97 neg 2c,4c,8c

Radiation (12 Gy) 06.98 02.98 pos recurr 32c EE∗

4×MMC 0.04% 01.99–04.99 02.99 neg 2c,4c

03.99 doubtf recurr. 4.36c

3 MM-recurr. pos Aneupl.: 9c EE 4×MMC 0.04% 06.97–09.97 07.97 neg 2c,4c,8c

10.97 neg 2c,4c

08.98 neg 2c,4c,8c

4 MM pos Aneupl.: 9c EE Radiation (50 Gy) 12.97 03.99 neg 2c,4c

5 MM pos Aneupl.: STL 2.6c Radiation (50 Gy) 03.98 03.98 neg 2c,4c,8c

01.99 neg 2c

6 MM pos Aneupl.: STL 3.19c 5×MMC 0.04% 12.97–05.98 12.97 neg 2c,4c

02.98 neg 2c,4c,8c

03.99 neg 2c,4c

10.99 neg 2c,4c

m = male; f = female; OD = right eye; OL = left eye; Cytol. = cytological diagnosis; MM = malignant melanoma of the conjunctiva; MMC =
mitomycin C-drops; Aneupl. = DNA-aneuploidy; STL = DNA-stemline; EE = exceeding events; recurr. = recurrence; pos = positive; suspic =
suspicious; doubtf = doubtfull; neg = negative; – = not done.
∗Immunoreactivity to HMB-45 staining was positive (human melanoma antibody HMB-45, Dako, Carpinteria, California, USA).

The finding of DNA-aneuploidy enabled us to diag-
nose a tumor-recurrence in five cases (3 Cis, 2 MM)
who therefore received adequate treatment. We addi-
tionally found unequivocal malignant squamous cells
in two of these patients indicating a tumor recurrence
(Table 1, patient 13 and Table 2, patient 2). Initial cy-
tological findings were doubtful in two of these pa-
tients (Table 1, patient 5 and Table 2, patient 2) and
negative in one (Table 1, patient 7), although DNA-
cytometry allowed us to undoubtedly prove a tumor
recurrence in this patient. In the case of patient 13,
Table 1 it was not the finding of an atypical stem-
line that led to the diagnosis of a Cis-recurrence but
the finding of “9c-exceeding events”. Since patient
13 had received radiation treatment 7 years earlier
and the cytologic diagnosis was unequivocal, the “9c-
exceeding events” strongly indicated a tumor recur-
rence.

We clearly differentiated between conjunctival squa-
mous cells and melanocytes in the evaluation of post-
treatment conjunctival swabs obtained from the MM-
patients. DNA-polyploidy shown in Table 2 reflects re-
active changes of squamous conjunctival cells.

In case of a tumor recurrence we treated patients
who had undergone a MMC-treatment with radiation
and vice versa. Four patients simultaneously received
both forms of treatment. We could therefore not dif-
ferentiate between radiation and chemotherapy as the
cause of reactive cell changes in these patients. There
was no morphological or qualitative DNA-cytometric
difference in the observed reactive cell changes in all
patients who had received only one of the two forms of
treatment. The observed morphological and cytomet-
ric cell changes disappeared in two patients after treat-
ment but persisted in 94% after a mean follow-up pe-
riod of 22.5 months (SD 15.4, Kaplan–Meier estima-
tion).
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Fig. 1. Brushing smear from benign and uneffected squamous cells
of conjunctiva. Magnification 63×.

Fig. 2. Brushing smear from a conjunctival malignant melanoma.
Polymorhous tumor cells containing cytoplasmatic melanin. Magni-
fication 63×.

Fig. 3. Brushing smear of a carcinomain situ of the conjunctiva.
Polymorphous abnormal squamous cells revealing keratinisation.
Magnification 63×.

Fig. 4. Brushing smear obtained months after MMC-treatment of
a carcinomain situ of the conjunctiva showing drug-associated
anisonucleosis of non-neoplastic squamous cells. Magnification
63×.
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Fig. 5. DNA-histogram of brush-harvested carcinomain situ cells (Fig. 2) reveals DNA-aneuploidy as evidence of malignancy (abnormal stem-
lines at 4.4c and 8.8c and 17 cells>9c).

Fig. 6. DNA-histogram of brush-harvested squamous cells reveals drug-associated DNA-polyploidy (DNA-stemlines at 2c and 4c) without signs
of DNA-aneuploidy (Fig. 3).

3. Discussion

Mitomycin C is well established as topical chemo-
therapy for PAM with atypia, MM and Cis [6,9–13,
15–17,20,25,27,36,37]. MMC as an alkylating agent
induces cell death (apoptosis) by forming covalent
bridges between neutrophilic DNA. This effect leads
to an increased turnover of cells and to an reduced tu-
mor growth by decreasing DNA-synthesis. It has been
described that MMC not only affects malignant but
also normal cells. This leads to specific morphological
changes [18,26,28–30,33]. Harmless reactive changes
following treatment of bladder carcinoma with topi-
cal MMC are difficult to clearly distinguish from tu-
mor recurrences [28,29]. The same effects have been

observed following radiation of the bladder [8,11,35].
We found no difference in cellular changes caused by
radiation and chemotherapy with topial MMC.

Salomão et al. reported morphological changes of
conjunctival squamous cells in 9 of 10 patients with
PAM with atypia who had been treated with MMC-
eyedrops [33]. They described enlargement of the
nucleus, polychromasia and apoptotic cells. These
changes could morphologically not be distinguished
from malignant cells. In order to be able to differ-
entiate between reactive cell changes and tumor re-
currences Salomão and co-workers intentionally in-
cluded only patients with treated PAM but no patients
with squamous carcinoma in their study [33]. Recur-
rences of PAM with atypia can be clearly diagnosed
on morphological grounds because besides squamous
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cell changes melanocytes also appear pathologically
altered. It is more difficult to differentiate between
tumor recurrences and reactive cell changes in squa-
mous malignancies (Cis) as demonstrated by 13 pa-
tients with this diagnosis included in our study. In these
cases, it was impossible to establish a clear diagnosis
by evaluation of cytomorphological criteria only. We
could demonstrate that DNA-image cytometry is a use-
ful tool in the evaluation of cell changes suspicious
for cancer. Grossniklaus developed criteria for the dif-
ferentiation of reactive and malignant cell changes
based on cytomorphological evaluation of the chro-
matin structure only [33]. According to his criteria an
uneven distribution of chromatin indicates malignant
cell changes whereas an even distribution indicates re-
active changes [20]. In our opinion, the evaluation of
morphological criteria alone is not only subjective but
unreliable and not sufficiently reproducible. Yet, DNA-
image-cytometry can be helpful in the evaluation of
doubtful cases by adding objective criteria. Measure-
ment of the DNA-content of morphologically suspi-
cious cells mostly allows to clearly classify the dignity
of the observed cell changes. Most malignant tumor
cells reveal numeric or structural chromosomal aberra-
tions (chromosomal aneuploidy) that differ from nor-
mal or reactively altered cells [34]. Evidence of clonal
chromosomal aneuploidy is accepted as a marker of
neoplastic cell transformation. Yet, cytogenetic inves-
tigations are too time consuming and too expensive for
routine diagnostics and most samples will not grow in
cell culture. We therefore use DNA-image-cytometry
to measure the net effect of chromosomal aberrations
on the DNA-content of evaluated cells [2,5]. The find-
ing of DNA-aneuploidy as a quantitative equivalent of
chromosomal aneuploidy may thus be taken as proof of
neoplastic cell transformation. DNA-image-cytometry
therefore allows to clearly differentiate between ma-
lignant and reactive cell changes to either chemother-
apy or radiation in both squamous cell carcinomas or
melanocytic tumors. The finding of a DNA-distribution
that statistically significantly differs from that of nor-
mal (resting, proliferating or polyploidal) cell popu-
lations proves DNA-aneuploidy and thereby allows to
identify malignant cells or tumor recurrences in squa-
mous epithelial and melanocytic cells.

DNA-image-cytometry was particularly helpful
when the cytological diagnosis was tumor cell-negative
and DNA-aneuploidy was found indicating tumor re-
currence or when cytometry showed euploid DNA-
polyploidy following a doubtful or even tumor cell-
positive diagnosis indicating harmless reactive epithe-

lial changes. Euploid polyploidy in morphologically
suspicious cells with DNA-stemlines at 2c, 4c or 8c in-
dicates non-malignant reactive cell changes secondary
to treatment.

Biesterfeld et al. reported the finding of DNA-
polyploidy in non-neoplastic tissue in more than 20
different types of tissue [1]. DNA-polyploidy can be
interpreted as a sign of tissue differentiation or as a
phenomenon secondary to an increased functional de-
mand [1,2]. For example, left ventricular cardiac mus-
cle cells show a higher degree of DNA-polyploidy than
those of the right ventricle. A comparatively high de-
gree of DNA-polyploidy can also be observed in lym-
phocytes during the early stages of an infection with
HIV or in adult epithelial hepatic cells but not in hep-
atic cells of newborns [1]. Reactive conjunctival cell
changes following topical chemotherapy or radiation
may equally be interpreted as a functional adaptation
or as a sign of cellular regeneration following treat-
ment induced cell death [2]. The cells revealing DNA-
polyploidy did not reveal morphological signs of ma-
lignancy (chromatin pattern changes, irregularitis of
nuclear membrane, changed nuclear cytoplasmic ra-
tio). Clinically there was never any sign of malignancy
in these cases where DNA-polyploidy was observed.
This was also true for a mean follow-up period of 22.5
months. The polyploidization was also found at sites
beneath the original tumor, which never showed evi-
dence of malignancy.

So far it is unknown for how long reactive cell
changes following treatment persist in epithelial cells.
Reactive changes in epithelial cells of the urinary tract
have been observed up to months after treatment [28,
29]. The described reactive morphological cell changes
and the euploid DNA-polyploidy following treatment
appear to regress slowly. We observed persisting cell
changes after a mean follow-up period of 22.5 months
(SD 15.4) in 94% of all cases.

Table 3

Factors influencing nuclear DNA content [3]

Physiologic

Replication

Euploid polyploidization

Apoptosis

Necrosis

Nonphysiologic

Viral infections (e.g., HPV, CMV, Herpes, HIV)

Radiotherapy

Cytostatic therapy

Vitamin B12 deficiency
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Conjunctival biopsies for histological evaluation
cannot be obtained from patients in an unlimited num-
ber, especially when the course of disease stretches
over several years. Cytology in combination with
DNA-image-cytometry therefore represents a useful
tool in the non-invasive postoperative monitoring of
conjunctival neoplasia. Cytology and DNA-image-
cytometry may become the methods of choice in the
primary differentiation between benign cell changes,
premalignant dysplasias, carcinomas and melanomas
[7]. Both methods prove to be particularly useful in
the regular long-term non-invasive monitoring of cell
changes following surgical tumor excision and/or top-
ical chemotherapy with MMC or radiation. DNA-
image-cytometry, applied additionally to cytology may
represent a safe alternative superior to the conventional
invasive method of histological evaluation of conjunc-
tival biopsies.
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